Heaven-on-Earth Report
July to September 2019

Looking back on term 3, Exodus 19:4 crystallises clearly in front of our eyes: “I
carried you on Eagle’s wings and brought you to Myself”. Time and again our
team experienced how we could soar on the currents of the wind, our vision
becoming sharper and clearer with every storm. Thank you to every precious
sponsor and friend who support our objectives and our kingdom vision – with
you we are eagles for the Eagle!

Website:

www.hoep.org.za

Facebook: Helderberg
Outreach Heaven on
Earth
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Highlights and impact of the past 3 months

The first 5 years have so
much to do with how the
next 80 turn out
-Bill Gates-

Empower, share knowledge and ideas, plant a Jesus-seed!

Making an actual impact on young learners’ lives, requires much more than only distributing learning
material. HOEP’s quality co-ordinators travel to their different areas on a daily basis to do training in
the 31 schools where HOEP is involved. During these training sessions educators receive guidance
regarding the presentation of the next week’s intervention session. Knowledge on the different
perceptual- and mathematical aspects is passed on and ideas are shared amongst each other. In this
whole process we experience something absolutely wonderful, namely the return of excitement to
the classrooms!! To work directly with educators also gives us the fantastic platform to engage in
establishing firm foundations in the young learners by sharing principles from the Gospel linked with
the week’s theme.
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Learners working!!

The learners mastered a huge number of perceptual skills on concrete
level this term! On the pictures above the joy on those little faces can be
seen, while number recognition is being reinforced and the small muscles
of the hands and fingers are being strengthened. Above, middle: Our
quality co-ordinators also provide ideas to the educators on making their
own educational resources. With something as simple as a few elastic
bands and food tins, for example, very effective fine motor exercises can
be done. The learners have also completed their third HOEP workbook
recently. Left: The main objective with our intervention is for every learner
to know that he or she’s a star in Christ!

Class visits
Our operational manager, Sunette Erasmus, accompanied by the quality co-ordinator of the
specific area, do weekly class visits. During such visits, aspects such as implementation of the
program, preparation, initiative, knowledge of lesson content and presentation of a lesson on
concrete and abstract level, is monitored. The educator receives a complete report
afterwards. These visits are always aimed at positive motivation, building up the educators
and highlighting the exceptional work delivered by them. Each educator, as in the case of the
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learners, must feel like a star after a class visit! The few pointers given, on which the educators
can improve, are then gladly improved upon.

Equip!!

It is very important for HOEP to provide appropriate educational resources for the perceptual
and mathematical development of the young learners at the crèches. Above, left: Rotary EClub Greater Cape Town, recently brought joy to some crèches where we are involved by
donating several LEGO-sets. Above, middle: A donation by a family via Fiona Walker,
contributed to supplement much needed apparatus. Above, right: Our fantastic sponsors,
Rotary Club München 100 and Somerset West Rotary Club, have once again made it possible
for HOEP to provide educational kits, containing resources needed to effectively implement
the program, to schools and crèches. These two clubs sponsored 800 of the 1770 learners on
the program this year.

Special visitors and visits!!

This term we were honoured to welcome visitors who have supported HOEP for many years.
Above, left: A very special visit by the Frans Dreyer Charity Trust. They are our precious
sponsor of a huge number of learners in Franschhoek and Grabouw. Above, right: Ton Kalkers
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is currently visiting us from the Netherlands. He undertook to finance construction work to
our centre in Sir Lowry’s Pass in order to convert the centre to a complete learning facility for
grade RR and R in 2020.

Above, left: It was a precious experience to address Imbali
Western Cape’s committee members. They are the sponsors
of our project in Kylemore.
Above, right: Lizette Louw prays for HOEP during the presentation
of our project at a service of the Helderberg congregation. We are
so privileged to have men like Anton van Geest, Nico Esterhuyse
Gideon Roos and Hein Coetzee supporting us every step of the way.

Left: A part of our exhibition at Helderberg church.

Team building!!
Above, left: It was such a joy welcoming our
leader, Campher Serfontein, at the beginning of
the term. Together we could re-assess “True
North” for God’s project.
Below, left: Maria Koen, our quality coordinator in Grabouw, organised a lovely
morning for all the educators, presenting the
HOEP program in their classes. It was such a
joyful and delightful morning for all involved.
HOEP’s Memorandum of Understanding was
also communicated to and signed by the
educators of the different crèches.
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Testimony
Angels…
For the past nine months our team supported another project by transporting and delivering muffins
to schools and crèches where we are also involved. On a cold, rainy day I stopped at the crèche in
Kylemore to do the delivery and perform my HOEP training session. With no help in sight, I quickly
jumped out, grabbed one of the crates and set off to the kitchen. Between the rain, the crates and my
attempt to stay kind of presentable to do my training, the boot of my car had to stay open while I
struggled my way through the front gate.
Upon return to grab the next crate, three men were already standing next to my car. I estimate them
in their early twenties. A naïve thought crossed my mind that they came to help me carry the crates
and I stepped through the gate… At that very moment they all took off and ran down the wet street.
Suddenly I realised that they were not there to help me carry the crates… Only later, when I shared
this experience with Campher on the phone, his words hit me like a fist or a gunshot; “Maybe they
didn’t panic when you came closer, Sunette – maybe they got terrified by the angel behind you…”

Planning for the next few months

HOEP-online! “Watch this space!!”

Left: Our two lovely little
models for the HOEP-videos,
Bailey Titus and Ava Oppelt.
Right: Réni Jansen van
Rensburg during a visit to
HOEP. The Lord sent her to us
to do our video-recordings.

We are extremely excited about this huge leap forward to train parents and educators beyond
our reach. A digital channel will be created to enable anybody who wants to help young
children to implement our Remedial intervention program. Production of the videos will
commence on the 8th of October and will be available on YouTube from early 2020!
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New schools for 2020

There are already 5 new schools and crèches on our waiting list for 2020! We are looking forward to
role out our program for the benefit of all of these young learners!

Indonesia plans!
Right: Our HOEP-logo painted against the wall of a crèche in Jakarta! Yusup
and Warni Lifire already implemented the intervention at 4 of their schools in
Jakarta and they are now planning the roll-out of HOEP to a new school in
Bandung (100km east of Jakarta).

Report compiled by:
Campher Serfontein, Sunette Erasmus,
Sophia Jansen, Maria Koen, Olivia
Oppelt and Ilse Titus

Date:
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